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The DLR project VicToria brings together disciplinary methods and tools of different
fidelity for collaborative multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) of long-range
passenger aircraft configurations, necessitating the use of high-performance computing.
Three different approaches are being followed to master complex interactions of disciplines
and software aspects: an integrated aero-structural wing optimization based on high-fidelity
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methods, a multi-fidelity gradient-based approach capable of efficiently dealing with many
design parameters and many load cases, and a many-discipline highly-parallel approach,
which is a novel approach towards computationally demanding and collaboration intensive
MDO. The XRF-1, an Airbus provided research aircraft configuration representing a typical
long-range wide-body aircraft, is used as a common test case to demonstrate the different
MDO strategies. Additional results are presented for the NASA Common Research Model
(CRM) to show their flexibility. Parametric disciplinary models are used in terms of overall
aircraft design synthesis, loads analysis, flutter, structural analysis and optimization, engine
design, and aircraft performance. The different MDO strategies are shown to be effective in
dealing with complex, real-world MDO problems in a highly collaborative, crossinstitutional design environment, involving many disciplinary groups and experts and a mix
of commercial and in-house design and analysis software.

I. Introduction
The development, testing and production of new aircraft and helicopters are associated with considerable
temporal and financial risks due to the product and manufacturing complexity. In order to accelerate the introduction
of innovative technologies for more economical, more environmentally friendly and safer air vehicles and to better
control the technological risks involved, DLR’s guiding concept "The Virtual Product" aims at virtualizing the
design, development and manufacturing processes, including the definition of an appropriate validation strategy.
This guiding concept takes benefits from the continuous development of numerical methods and high performance
computing suggesting that numerical simulations will be applied to a much greater extent for design than in the past.
Multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) based on a combination of low- to high-fidelity numerical
simulation methods, is on the verge of bridging the existing gap between conceptual and preliminary aircraft design.
This will enable the use of physics-based methods to cover complex multidisciplinary interactions at an early stage
in the overall aircraft design process, and will be of great importance for reliably designing enhanced conventional
as well as innovative unconventional aircraft configurations. There is a clear need for research with regard to the use
of multi-fidelity, multi-mission, multidisciplinary optimization of realistic aircraft configurations with many design
parameters and all relevant constraints. However, various challenges with respect to improved physical modelling,
multidisciplinary simulation and optimization on high performance computers, the number disciplines involved, and
the amount of communication and iterations among disciplinary experts required to complete the design task must
be addressed.
Several of these challenges are being addressed in DLR’s research project VicToria (Virtual Aircraft Technology
Integration Platform, 2016-2020). VicToria deals with laying the foundations for the comprehensive digital
description and development of aircraft and helicopters, taking advantage of modern materials, improved physical
modeling, multidisciplinary simulation and optimization on high performance computers while taking into account
relevant physical effects. In addition to highly parallel, highly accurate solvers for fluid/structure coupled
simulations also rapid methods for designing and optimizing engines and the overall vehicle are being used.
Furthermore, an integrated load process that satisfies the needs of multidisciplinary optimization is being
established. With this complete digital representation of the product with all its functionalities and characteristics, it
will be possible to set up a “digital twin” that can be used to assess and make use of the potential of new
technologies in a virtual design environment by performing trade-off studies and to estimate the impact of new
technologies in terms of, for example, weight, fuel burn or environmental impact.
The MDO activities in DLR’s research project VicToria bring together computationally intensive disciplinary
analysis and design methods from low to high fidelity, necessitating the use of high-performance computing
resources for the MDO of long-range commercial transport aircraft configurations. DLR is thus continuing its efforts
in this field based on its previous collaborative high-fidelity-based MDO activities in the Digital-X and AeroStruct
projects [1],[2],[3],[4],[5],[6],[7],[8].
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II.

Overview of MDO architectures and process chains

Within the DLR project Digital-X [1] both gradient-based and gradient-free MDO formulations were investigated
[4]. While the gradient-based MDO formulation focused on high-fidelity tools, the sequential gradient-free MDO
process was based on a multi-level, multidisciplinary feasible (MDF) formulation, comprising low-fidelity, midfidelity and high-fidelity disciplinary tools and sub-processes [5]. Setting up the distributed MDO process involved
disciplinary expert groups from eight DLR institutes at six sites. DLR’s Remote Component Environment (RCE) [7]
was used to integrate their tools and sub-process into the overall MDO process, which turned out to be
computationally very intensive. The disciplinary tools in a running workflow were executed on workstations with
different operating systems at six DLR institutes and on one HPC cluster. The high-fidelity aspect of the workflow
introduced very long run times as well. The total run time of a single design analysis (or outer iteration of the
optimizer) was of about 24 hours. The workflow had to be restarted often from a state saved at each outer optimizer
iteration due to network failures, tool node restarts, and tool node overload. This brought the “effective” run time of
a single design analysis, computed as the total workflow run time divided by the number of evaluated designs, to
about 56 hours, or more than 2 days. The total run time of a full optimization of the XRF1 long range wide body
aircraft (see Section III) was estimated at 2-3 months.
The objective was to minimize the mission fuel burn of a simplified XRF1 with a conventional all-aluminum
fuselage and wing. All design constraints (such as stability margin, landing/takeoff distance, or structure failure
criteria) were satisfied within the respective disciplinary sub-processes, so that the outer optimizer worked on an
unconstrained optimization problem. Although the complete aircraft configuration was analyzed, only the wing was
parameterized with nine selected design parameters, consisting of seven planform parameters and two section
parameters. The outer optimizer was a derivative-free Subplex method. More details on the setup of the MDO
process, the disciplinary models and the optimization results can be found in [5].
Although the general feasibility of highly collaborative, multi-level MDO with many disciplinary groups was
confirmed, the long effective run time of a single design analysis and the challenges associated with the distributed
execution of tools and sub-processes motivated moving to an all-HPC based solution. The goal was to explore and
evaluate different highly parallel multi-level MDO strategies and to develop a multi-disciplinary HPC integration
framework. Another objective was to optimize a more complex powered aircraft configuration with both aluminum
and composites wings, parameterized with hundreds of design variables and subject to realistic loads and
constraints, including flutter.
This motivated investigating gradients-based MDO formulations, which naturally lend themselves to dealing with
many design parameters, as well as novel MDO formulations that can deal with the complexity of real-world MDO
problems, including the design of more flexible wings. To this end, three different MDO approaches are being
followed in VicToria, which are schematically shown in Fig. 1 to Fig. 3:
1) Integrated process chain for high-fidelity aero-structural wing optimization (Fig. 1). This approach introduces
an integrated process chain for aero-structural wing optimization based on high-fidelity simulation methods [3],[8].
The main feature of the process chain is the integrated structural wing box sizing in the parallel static aeroelastic
analysis. The focus of this approach is to get a better understanding of multidisciplinary interactions and of the
influence of aeroelastic tailoring and structural concept for more flexible wings in the context of wing design and
optimization. Furthermore, this approach has been designed for applications with larger geometrical changes and the
usage of global optimization strategies.
2) Sensitivity-based multi-fidelity approach (Fig. 2). This approach establishes a multi-fidelity gradient-based
process chain that aims at investigating several ways of employing design sensitivities for aircraft MDO [13]. The
main disciplines engaged are aerodynamics, structure and propulsion, under the overall aircraft design constraints.
Efficient methods for computing cross-disciplinary sensitivities are being developed and employed.
3) Many-discipline highly-parallel approach (Fig. 3). The main goal of this approach, which is also referred to as
Cybermatrix, is to deal with the complexity of real-world MDO and to enable effective involvement of many
disciplines [14]. The Cybermatrix MDO protocol is a novel approach towards computationally demanding and
collaboration intensive MDO. Each discipline is represented by an analysis or design sub-process, which may be of
arbitrary type: gradient-based or derivative-free optimization, or a specific design method. Parallelism is sought not
only in the execution of the overall MDO process chain, but also in its definition and assembly, such that serial-like
bottlenecks can be avoided both in machine and in people. The disciplines comprise: overall aircraft synthesis,
aerodynamics, wing structure, fuselage structure, loads, and flight stability.
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Fig. 1. Integrated process chain for Fig. 2. Sensitivity-based multi- Fig. 3. Many-discipline highlyhigh-fidelity
aero-structural
wing fidelity approach
parallel
approach:
process
optimization
definition matrix

III.

Description of test cases

The different MDO strategies are executed and compared based on two different test cases. The first test case is
based on the XRF-1 as a baseline. XRF1 is an Airbus provided industrial standard multi-disciplinary research test
case representing a typical configuration for a long range wide body aircraft [9]. The XRF1 research test case is used
by Airbus to engage with external partners on development and demonstration of relevant capabilities and
technologies. The XRF-1 is shown in Fig. 4. The twin-engine transonic full aircraft configuration has a design Mach
number of 0.83, a design lift coefficient of 0.5 at an altitude of 35,000 ft, and a range of 5,600 nm.
For the gradient-based optimization approach additional tests were run using NASA’s Common Research Model
(CRM) as a baseline. CRM is representative of a civil transport aircraft configuration and was designed by Boeing’s
John Vassberg and NASA’s Subsonic Fixed Wing Technical Working Group [15]. It features a contemporary,
supercritical, transonic wing with a reference area of 58.768m², a sweep angle of 35° at the quarter chord, and an
aspect ratio of 9.0. The design point is at a Mach number of 0.85, an altitude of 35,000ft and the design lift
coefficient is 0.5.

Fig. 4. Half-model of XRF-1 generic long-range transport aircraft used as a baseline for all three MDO
strategies (left) and NASA’s Common Research Model (CRM) (right).

IV. Results
In the following, selected results obtained with all three approaches taking the XRF1 and CRM as a baseline are
summarized. Details of the different MDO approaches and more detailed results can be found in [10][16][23].
A. Integrated process chain for high-fidelity aero-structural wing optimization, XRF-1 Results
The integrated process chain for high-fidelity aero-structural wing optimization, which is described in detail
in [10], was used to optimize the twist and thickness distribution of the Airbus XRF1 research configuration with a
conventional composite wing structure. The corresponding result is the baseline configuration for the comparison
with the optimization results for the more flexible wing. In the next step the more flexible wing has been introduced
by changing the structural concept and the maximum strain allowable. For the more flexible wing the composite
layer distribution of the skins, spars and ribs and the twist and thickness distribution have been optimized. In the last
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step an aero-structural wing planform optimization with fixed composite layer distribution has been performed for
the more flexible wing.
In Table 1 an overview of the selected flight missions and load cases for structural wing box sizing is given.

Table 1: Flight missions and load cases.
With the consideration of geometry constraints for the integration of the landing gear and the control surfaces a
better comparability of the optimization results with the baseline aircraft configuration is achieved. Fig. 5. gives an
overview of the geometrical constraints, which have to be fulfilled for each optimized wing design.

Fig. 5. Geometrical constraints.
The objective function of the multi-mission aero-structural wing optimizations is the combined fuel consumption
of the three selected flight missions. With the selected weighting factors the expected relative frequency of the
missions in operation has been considered.
Table 2 gives an overview of the design parameters and a selection of constraints. The design parameters
include wing planform and wing section parameters. In addition, the percentage ply share in 10% steps of the skins,
spars and ribs have been used as design parameters for the more flexible wing optimization. For the conventional
composite wing structure of the baseline configuration a fixed standard ply share has been used.
The constraints consist of mass constraints, geometrical constraints for landing gear and control surface
integration, flight mission and structural sizing constraints. A selection of the considered constraints is given in Fig.
5. and Table 2.
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Table 2: Design parameters and a selection of constraints.
For the more flexible wing the structural concept and the maximum strain allowable have been changed. The
structural concept of the conventional composite wing structure consists of classical upper skin ply share and blade
stringers. For the strain allowable a conservative value of 3500µm/m has been selected as proposed in the Military
Handbook [11]. Through a detailed consideration of stringer constraints and stiffness, the evaluation of a more
flexible wing becomes possible, while relevant structural constraints are considered. The more flexible wing has
been modeled with a stringer dominant structural concept of the upper cover. This includes a selected upper skin
percentage ply share of (10/80/10) and the usage of I-stringers. Based on the modified structural concept a value of
5000µm/m has been selected for the strain allowable of the more flexible wing. In Table 3 the differences between
the structural concepts of the conventional composite wing and the more flexible wing have been summarized.
For the wing optimizations a surrogate based optimization (SBO) method [12] has been selected. This global
optimization strategy represents an adequate compromise between exploring the design space and locating the
optimum.

Table 3: Structural concept overview.
The resulting wing geometries and wing deflections are presented in Fig. 6. for the twist and thickness optimized
baseline wing, the twist, thickness and structure optimized baseline configuration with the more flexible wing and
the twist, thickness and planform optimized configuration with the more flexible wing. In Fig. 6. the outer shape, the
inner wing structure, the control surfaces and the landing gear with the support beam are shown for the optimized
wings. The resulting wing deformations are presented for the cruise flight condition and the 2.5g symmetric pull up
maneuver in comparison to the rigid jig-shape. The more flexible wings show higher deflections due to the modified
structural concept and the increased strain allowable.
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Fig. 6. Geometry and wing deformation overview.
With the introduced more flexible wing concept a reduction of the combined fuel consumption in the order of
3% has been achieved for a constant wing planform. The cruise flight performance of the more flexible wing has
been slightly reduced and a significant mass reduction of the wing box in the order of 13% has been computed. This
mass reduction of the more flexible wing can be explained with the increased utilization of the composite material
and the passive load alleviation under maneuver flight conditions.
To find the optimum trade-off between aerodynamic performance and wing mass for the more flexible wing, the
wing planform design parameters have been involved in the wing optimization. The results of this optimization
show a reduction of the combined fuel consumption in the order of 5% due to an increased aerodynamic
performance under cruise flight conditions. This increase in aerodynamic performance has been achieved with
higher aspect ratio and reduced taper ratio of the wing.
In Fig. 7 an overview for the results of the aero-structural wing optimizations is shown. For all aero-structural
wing analysis the cruise flight performance, the wing mass ratio, and the corresponding combined fuel consumption
are summarized. The combined fuel consumption shows the potential of more flexible wings for reduction of the
CO2 emissions per passenger kilometer.
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Fig. 7. Aero-structural wing optimization results overview.
B. Sensitivity-based multi-fidelity approach, XRF-1 Results
The sensitivity-based multi-fidelity approach is described in detail in [16] and is used to optimize the trimmed,
powered XRF-1 subject to global aircraft constraints, flutter constraints and a comprehensive set of loads. In terms
of the outer shape, a set of 128 design parameters that control the XRF-1 planform, and seven sections along the
wing’s span are employed as listed in Table 4. The aeroelastic structural design process cpacs-MONA [17] was used
to set-up the structural FE-model of the XRF-1 and to optimize a set of 392 structural thicknesses during the suboptimization while iteratively searching for the best mass distribution under 1,080 load cases, which were evaluated
at each design-cycle. The constraints that are tackled in this optimization are listed in Table 5.
Parameter
Wing sweep
Aspect ratio
Profile shape
Structure material

Type
planform
planform
sectional
thickness
Sum

Quantity
1
1
126
392
520

Table 4: Design parameters for the gradient-based multi-fidelity, multidisciplinary optimization
Constraint
∑ , , =0
∑ , , =0
Take-off field length (@MTOW)
Landing field length (@MLW)
Longitudinal tip-over
Lateral tip-over
Nose landing gear effectiveness
Static stability margin
Approach speed (ICAO Category C)
Wing span (ICAO Code E)
Flutter
Structural strength
Structural buckling
Control surface efficiency

Type

Discipline

Quantity

Aircraft Trimming

RANS-based Aerodynamics

6

Preliminary Sizing

Overall aircraft design

2

Overall aircraft design

3

Overall aircraft design

1

Landing gear
integration
Stability
Airport requirements
Structure related
constraints

Overall aircraft design

2

Structure Mechanics

20
15,680
15,680
1

Table 5: Design constraints for the gradient-based multi-fidelity, multidisciplinary optimization
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The objective function to be improved in the optimization is:
=

∗

_

where and
are the lift and drag aerodynamic coefficients, and
is the empty mass of the aircraft.
For each new feasible design, the sensitivities of the cost functions, including objective and constraints, with
respect to the design parameters are computed and forwarded to the optimizer to decide how to take the next step
towards a new, better design. Fig. 8 shows a sensitivity map of drag for the XRF-1 baseline with regions on the
wing that can be pushed inwards (blue) or pulled outwards (red) in order to reduce the drag.

Fig. 8. Drag sensitivity map for aeroelastically coupled and trimmed XRF-1 configuration
This MDO lacks some interdisciplinary gradients since they are believed to be less valuable in driving the
optimization, such as the gradients of drag with respect to the structure material thicknesses and the gradients of
structure cost functions with respect to the local shape design parameters. The gradients of structure cost functions
with respect to the planform shape are, however, available.
The first optimization performed with this chain employed a flow-through nacelle. The results shown here are
obtained from this optimization. More detailed results of this optimization and an optimization with a powered
engine are shown in [16]. The progress history of the Lagrangian gradient’s norm for the optimization with flowthrough nacelle is depicted in Fig. 9 and shows that the optimization did not converge yet. In common gradientbased optimizations, this norm is usually expected to reduce by two orders of magnitude at least. The reason behind
the poor convergence here might be the lack of some interdisciplinary gradients or simply the need for more design
iterations.

Fig. 9: Convergence of the Lagrangian gradient norm
The single point optimization convergence is plotted in Fig. 10. The objective was improved by about 9% over
19 optimization cycles and after 108 design iterations. The lift to drag ratio is increased by around 10% as Fig. 10(b)
shows. The main driver to this improvement lies upon increasing the aspect ratio, compare Fig. 11, which reduces
the lift induced drag, and upon modifying the 7 spanwise sectional profiles of the wing, which mainly smeared the
strength of the transonic shockwave across the wing span and hence contributed to reducing the aerodynamic drag of
the configuration. In total, the aerodynamic drag coefficient was reduced during the optimization by 9.2%. The wing
sweep, on the other hand, was reduced slightly for the benefit of the empty mass.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Fig. 10: Convergence history of the cost functions and the planform parameters

Fig. 11: Comparison of baseline and optimized planform (sensitivity-based multi-fidelity approach)
Fig. 12 shows the pressure coefficient for three monitoring stations over the wing span. The sectional profile
shape parameters were reshaped in a way that thinned the wing and applied more twist downward to its sections and
this helped in reducing the shock wave strength and location as seen in the figure.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 12: Comparison of surface pressure coefficient distribution at three spanwise wing sections
C. Sensitivity-based multi-fidelity approach: Gradient-based optimization of CRM
The sensitivity-based multi-fidelity approach was also used to optimize the CRM transonic transport aircraft
configuration in order to assess the capabilities of a CAD-free aerodynamic shape parameterization approach, that
directly deforms the CFD surface and volume meshes using different mesh deformation approaches. The associated
finite element structural model is re-generated in each optimization step, using the current aerodynamic shape as
outer contour. A pre-sizing loop inside the model generation process, employing condensed finite element and
doublet-lattice models, enables the evaluation of several hundreds of load cases in order to find the critical ones. To
take into account aero-elastic effects, aerodynamic performance is evaluated using DLR’s fluid-structure interaction
(FSI) simulation procedure [18]. The FSI simulation couples DLR’s Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
flow solver TAU [19] and the commercially available finite element structural analysis code NASTRAN® [20].
In an initial application an optimization of wing profile shapes was performed [21]. Here, the aerodynamic shape
parameterization employs the free-form deformation (FFD) technique to modify airfoil shapes in 21 spanwise
sections, using a total of 420 control points. Parameterization of the finite element model includes 322 structural
shell thickness parameters. A single-point optimization at the CRM’s cruise design point with constraints
CL = const. and CMy = 0 resulted in a total drag reduction of CD = 8.9 drag counts (d.c.) or 3.1%, corresponding to a
consumed fuel reduction of approximately 2,500kg for a typical mission. An additional optimization of the outer
wing twist distribution, using the same process chain, was presented in [22].
While the first applications of the CAD-free optimization approach provided encouraging results, they also
revealed some problems with the FFD shape parameterization. These were caused by the complexity of the CRM
configuration, where the pylon inevitably penetrates the FFD box from outside, leading to negative volume cells in
the CFD grid. Using two smaller FFD boxes, that avoid the pylon, was no option in this application, as the influence
of engine integration on the wing’s aerodynamics was one main focus of the investigations. It was therefore decided
to switch to a radial basis functions (RBF) approach for parametric mesh deformation. In order to demonstrate that
this approach is capable of handling large geometry variations, the modified shape parameterization was applied to
the optimization of wing planform parameters, i.e. spanwise twist distribution, aspect ratio, sweep angle, and nacelle
position.
Exemplary results for an optimization of spanwise wing twist distribution at the cruise design point are shown in
Fig. 13, where two different parameterizations, using 9 and 26 spanwise stations, respectively, are compared. Total
drag reduction achieved is ΔCD = -2.78 d.c. at evaluation no. 16 for 9 parameters, and ΔCD = -2.88 d.c. at evaluation
no. 19 for 26 parameters, corresponding to approximately 1% of baseline drag. Optimized spanwise twist
distributions for both parameterizations are similar in their overall appearance, with the finer one resolving more
details around the nacelle and wing root. Working on a single flight state only, the optimization algorithm mainly
strives for a reduction of shock strength, but also tries to diminish the negative effects of engine installation.
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Fig. 13. Results of a gradient-based wing twist optimization for the CRM in terms of drag reduction (left) and
optimized spanwise twist distribution (right)
In order to assess the RBF deformation approach for its ability to handle larger parameter variations, a sweep
angle optimization was chosen. As preliminary investigations at the design Mach number indicated only small
changes in sweep angle, the optimizations were run for different Mach numbers, ranging from Ma = 0.830 to
Ma = 0.880. Lift coefficient is kept constant at CL = 0.5. Optimizations were continued until either converged or
ended by the optimization algorithm.
In Fig. 14 the variation of CD and sweep angle  for the different Mach numbers is plotted, along with static
pressure distribution. For the lower Mach numbers up to Ma = 0.855 the optimized configurations remain close to
the baseline sweep angle with negligible improvements in total drag. At Mach numbers exceeding the design Mach
number a strong increase of sweep angle is observed, along with a reduction of total drag, until the upper limit of the
allowable parameter variation is reached. The trends found are plausible from an aerodynamics point of view and
indicate that the optimization algorithm provides physically correct results.

Fig. 14: Sweep angle optimization results, variation of ΔCD and ΔΛ with Mach number (left), surface static
pressure distribution (right)
D. Many-discipline highly-parallel approach, XRF-1 results
The many-discipline highly-parallel approach, which is a novel approach for dealing with highly collaborative
and computationally intensive multi-disciplinary aircraft optimization problems and is described in detail in [23],
was so far employed to perform an overall aircraft optimization of XRF-1. The overall objective was to minimize
mission block fuel. Four disciplines were employed, as follows:
 Overall aircraft design (oad in the figures below): a derivative-free optimizer using mission block fuel as
local objective, and wing aspect ratio and leading edge sweep as design parameters.
 Aircraft synthesis and mission evaluation (acsyn): a handbook method for mass accumulation (maximum
take-off, cruise, maximum landing) and Breguet-based mission evaluation. This was a pure evaluation
discipline; there was no local objective, constraints or design parameters.
12



Aerodynamic wing airfoil design (aero): trimmed aeroelastic adjoint gradient-based optimization process,
using a hybrid RANS mesh with 5,900,000 points. It had 126 airfoil shape parameters distributed among 7
spanwise sections, for controlling camber and thickness distribution, and 3 trimming parameters (angle of
attack, horizontal tail incidence, engine throttle). The local objective was to minimize drag, while the
constraints were three-degree of freedom force balance for steady flight.
 Design loads evaluation and sizing of wing and tail structure (struct): evaluation of preselected load cases
(20 from a set of 1,080) with the aeroelastic structural design process cpacs-MONA [17] using a doubletlattice method (DLM) for aerodynamics, a global dynamic FEM model with 42,000 elements and gradientbased structural sizing. There were 392 structural thicknesses of design regions as design parameters. The
local objective was to minimize structural mass, and there was one strength and buckling constraint per
design region and load case, yielding 15,680 constraints.
In fact, the complete set of design parameters was the same as in Table Table 4. The aerodynamic and structural
disciplines were the same as employed in Sec. IV-B, but in a less coupled manner (e.g. no interdisciplinary gradients
between them).

Fig. 15. Many discipline highly-parallel approach: process implementation of the Cybermatrix
The process implementation of the Cybermatrix from Fig. 3, containing these four disciplines, is presented in
Fig. 15. It can be seen that the process has a repeating pattern in time, called the base period. Within one base
period, first the optimizer issues several planform design evaluations (two per planform base period plus one, for
total of 5). For each planform, first runs a struct block, then an aero block, and finally an acsyn block; this subpattern repeats twice within one base period. The struct internally performs two loads evaluation and structural
sizing loops, aero performs one aero-structure coupled evaluation and gradient computation followed by one line
search, and acsyn evaluates the Breguet mission and reassembles masses. The fuel mass is then sent from each
planform back to the optimizer, to start the next base period. This is just one possible implementation pattern, which
can be easily reconfigured within the process integration framework called MDO Driver [14]. The particular pattern
on Fig. Y was driven mostly by a desire to reduce the use of Nastran licenses as much as possible, rather than, for
example, by available computational resources."
The optimization run achieved 10.4% drag reduction, traded off with a 16.8% increase in wing mass, resulting in
overall block fuel reduction of 10.3%, compare Fig. 16. The baseline and optimized wing planforms are shown in
Fig. 17. It took 12 days of "clean" run time (wall run time was 16 days due to cluster maintenance, waiting for
software license availability, and fixing some implementation defects that surfaced at process restarts) and used at
peak 1,281 computational cores. Wing aspect ratio was considerably increased and wing leading edge sweep
moderately so, wing sections were aerodynamically re-twisted to reduce shocks, while significant wing mass
increase was caused by having a much more slender wing.
The "baseline" is taken to be a result of an optimization run in which the aircraft planform and airfoil design
parameters were fixed to preserve the outer shape, while aerodynamic control parameters and structural thickness
parameters were optimized to reach a feasible design. In Fig. 16, the baseline points are not connected to the rest of
the convergence curve, because the optimization reaches a feasible design only in the final converged state.
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Fig. 16. Results of many-discipline highly-parallel MDO approach for XRF-1 in terms of norm of normalized
planform parameter step (top), mission block fuel mass (second from top), drag coefficient (third from top),
and structural wing mass (bottom), as a function of number of base periods.

Fig. 17. Comparison of baseline and optimized planform (many-discipline highly-parallel MDO approach).
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V.

Further Development in terms of Disciplinary Sub-Processes, Geometry Sensitivities and
Integration Environments

MDO approaches for overall aircraft design based on high-fidelity tools and methods usually go hand in hand
with complex computational processes. This is especially the case as the number of the disciplines and the
complexity of the disciplinary methods and models increases. Apart from aerodynamic performance analysis of the
flexible aircraft using high fidelity CFD, further disciplinary sub-processes were part of the three previously
addressed MDO processes. They were overall aircraft design (OAD) synthesis, loads analysis, structural
optimization, and engine design. In the following, selected aspects of their complexity when dealing with a highfidelity based MDO approach are explained. Also, further developments in terms integration frameworks helping to
integrate and maintain a large number of disciplinary tools and processes are summarized. Finally, the complexity of
having a fully differentiated analysis process in the context of gradient-based MDO is addressed in terms of
efficiently computing consistent geometry sensitivities.
A. Overall Aircraft Design Synthesis
The overall aircraft design synthesis sub-process is necessary to ensure an aircraft design that fullfills the global
requirements. As some results of the disciplinary methods affect also global aircraft parameters (e.g. wing position
at the fuselage, structural weight, aerodynamic characteristics) an appropriate exchange of disciplinary results is
taken into account. An important example of the necessity to incorporate OAD methods within the MDO process
can be seen in the aircraft’s consistent mass breakdown in Fig. 18. DLR interpretation of the XRF1 mass breakdown
as output of the conceptual aircraft design tool openAD.

Fig. 18. DLR interpretation of the XRF1 mass breakdown as output of the conceptual aircraft design tool
openAD
Along with the aerodynamic character and the engine performance, the gross mass and the related center of gravity
is heavily impacting overall aircraft performance as shown in Fig. 19 for the flight trajectory and the payload range
characteristics. Therefore it is vital to update the overall aircraft design in every MDO loop.
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Fig. 19. Flight trajectory of the XRF1 design mission and payload range characteristics as output of a DLR
mid-fi standard workflow for overall aircraft design
B. Loads Analysis
For the aero-structural wing optimization, apart from the aerodynamic optimization, an integrated and highly
parameterized sub-process has been established, called cpacs-MONA. Therein a comprehensible loads analysis
followed by component-wise structural optimization leads to a solid structural design. The structural modelling for
the loads analysis and the gradient based structural optimization is founded on a common parameterization concept
for the outer geometry and the housing basic load carrying structure for the complete aircraft. The impact of the
extensive loads analysis, covering maneuver and gust loads, on the structural design, can be seen in the correlation
of design fields to corresponding dimensioning load cases. Fig. 20 displays the impact of the landing loads on the
area where the landing gear is attached to the wingbox structure, while push-down maneuvers affect evidently the
wing tip region compared to the other load types.

Fig. 20. Structural wing box of XRF1 showing areas where specific load types are dimensioning
Furthermore the comprehensive loads analysis allows for an even more sophisticated investigation regarding the
design loads at arbitrary stations of the load reference axis of the aircraft configuration. In Fig. 21 it is shown that at
a particular wing station the pull-up and the push-down maneuvers lead to the maximum respectively minimum
loads, while the gust and the yaw cases have to be also taken into account as design loads as far as they are part of
the loads envelope.
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Fig. 21. Loads at a selected station of the XRF1 wing and the loads envelope
The loads analysis itself comprises the classical open loop maneuver and gust load cases, but allows also for the
inclusion of an active flight control system. While the flight control system design is mainly driven by flying quality
considerations, the influence of automatic flight control functions on structural loads can be substantial [24].
Furthermore, an active flight control system can enhance the characteristics of an aircraft by employing load
alleviation functions and hence reduce the design loads in maneuver and gust conditions, as well as improve the drag
performance by optimizing the lift distributions of flexible aircraft in cruise conditions [25].
In the so-called Control Configured Vehicle (CCV) method, the flight control law design is an integral part of
the optimization and hence flight performance boundary conditions, active load alleviation etc. have a direct
influence on the optimal aircraft configuration. The significance of the consideration of flight control methods for
loads alleviation can be seen in Fig. 22. Therein the bending and torsion moment due to gust excitation at a specific
station for a defined gust excitation at a specific flight point are displayed with (closed loop) and without (open
loop) load alleviation.

Fig. 22. Wing root bending and torsional responses of XRF1 due to longitudinal gust excitations
C. Structural Analysis and Optimization
In order to incorporate detailed structural aspects, within another MDO approach for the wing and the fuselage,
detailed and component wise and independent structural simulation models were set-up parametrically and sized
with loads from a separate loads analysis process. Within the loads analysis the individual structural models were
integrated and condensed into a suitable structural simulation model for the complete aircraft. The sizing allows the
mapping of design load cases to zones respectively local areas of the structure. Furthermore enhanced failure
criteria, like local buckling, can be considered for the sizing. The sizing results for the wing exhibit a thickness
distribution on the different load carrying parts of the wing as seen in Fig. 23 (left). The high thickness of the wing
mid spar in the center wing box is coincident with the high bending moment near to the wing root. For a detailed
structural analysis within the sizing process, different methods for integrating further modeling details like
maintenance manholes can be also used. Exemplary models with such detail element can be seen in Fig. 23 (right).
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Fig. 23. Spanwise thickness distribution of the sized XRF1 wing (left) and finite element model of the XRF1
wing with detailed elements like manholes (right)
The parametric fuselage model includes a detailed representation of the local fuselage reinforcements to transfer
the loads from the wings and empennage into the fuselage primary structure. Structural components in the center
fuselage area such as load introduction frames, reinforced pressure bulkheads, the keel beam as well as the main
landing gear bay are modelled individually using shell and partly beam elements for structural reinforcement. In
similar detail the load introduction of the horizontal and vertical tailplane are modelled. Exemplary structural
meshes are presented in Fig. 24.

Fig. 24. Representation of load introduction areas of the XRF1 fuselage model
As a result of structural analyses and a subsequent sizing process under consideration of strength and stability
criteria for the fuselage shell, the required shell thickness to withstand all relevant load cases from the loads analysis
are calculated in an iterative way using a flexible in-house sizing algorithm that can be used together with various
structural solvers such as ANSYS, NASTRAN or B2000++. For the solver B2000++ the DLR has access to the
sources, so that it can be transferred to various hardware platforms and the analyses can be performed without
proprietary licenses. In Fig. 25 an exemplary distribution of the required shell thickness of each skin bay between
adjacent stringers and frames based on a few representative maneuver load cases is shown. As expected, the required
shell thickness increases towards the center fuselage area and in the region of the window belt, where the distance or
the stringers is larger and therefore the stability criterion forces the process to increase the shell thickness.
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Fig. 25. Calculated shell thickness of XRF1 fuselage based on exemplary set of load cases
The consideration of carbon fiber reinforced plastic material for the wing is done in another gradient based
structural optimization approach. Therein a parametrization concept with lamination parameters as design variables
is used. Static strength criteria, like buckling and damage tolerance, are incorporated as well as manufacturing
criteria. A semi-analytical approach is used to represent the stringer stiffener without modeling them in the
connected FEM model. Thus an easy variation of stringer geometry and their properties is possible without
rebuilding the FEM model. Feeding back the corresponding ABD stiffness allows a correct stress and deformation
analysis. Fig. 26 shows the distribution of critical failure criteria for the reference XRF1. Local criteria are important
as seen in Fig. 26, where the local buckling criterion is critical for the main part of the upper cover.

Fig. 26. Critical design criteria for the reference XRF1 wing
D. Engine Design
The virtual engine platform Gas Turbine Laboratory (GTlab) [26][27] is used for the engine design in VicToria.
In order to cover the most important coupling influences between the aircraft and the engine during the MDO, not
only performance parameters like the fuel consumption but also the engine dimensions, weight and center of gravity
have to be provided. Therefore, an engine design methodology has been developed that combines thermodynamic
cycle analysis with a knowledge-based procedure for geometry modeling and a semi-empirical part-based method
for engine weight estimation [28]. The design of the thermodynamic cycle is performed within an iterative process
considering technological constraints as well as requirements arising from the overall aircraft design, e.g. thrust
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demands, power off-takes and bleeds at different operating conditions. The engine geometry is modeled using the
thermodynamic cycle data and a knowledge-base that is extracted from a well-known reference engine. For
example, this knowledge-base includes nondimensional blade parameters and normalized B-splines describing the
meanline and the annulus height of components. An exemplary geometry of a 3-spool turbofan engine that was
created with the knowledge-based procedure is shown in Fig. 27. The engine weight is estimated based on the
created geometry and thermodynamic cycle data taking into account the maximum load conditions. A material is
selected for each component using the database within the GTlab framework and the yield strength is modeled as a
function of the temperature. The thickness of casings is calculated considering blade-off scenarios. In a semiempirical approach the weight of parts is determined, e.g. blades, disks, casings, frames, shafts. The combination of
the geometry and the weight of parts leads to the center of gravity of the engine. In order to integrate the engine
design into the MDO process, the approach of a hybrid surrogate-based rubber engine model was pursued [28]. The
rubber engine model covers a range of engine designs for different combinations of design variables and
requirements. Thereby, the dimensions, weight and center of gravity as well as the detailed operational performance
over the entire flight mission are provided for each engine design. This allows an engine sizing and the optimal
selection of major engine design variables within the MDO process.

Fig. 27. Example of engine geometry created with the knowledge-based procedure
E. Geometry and Sensitivities
When it comes to gradient-based MDO formulations as presented above, it is also required to be able to
efficiently compute consistent geometry sensitivities, i.e., the sensitivity of the grid to the change in geometrical
shape controlled by the design variables. The challenge is to map an existing mesh that corresponds to an initial
geometry onto a second slightly altered geometry. The rationale for the latter is that the currently used geometry
kernels are not differentiable in the AD-sense. As such, one has to fall back to either finite-difference
approximations of gradients or to differentiated reduced-order models of the CAD kernel. The gradients one is
interested in for shape optimization are, e.g., the derivatives of the mesh node coordinates with respect to
geometrical design parameters. Hence, in order to calculate these gradients using a finite-difference approximation,
one has to perturb the geometry a bit, and then relate this to the resulting deformation of the mesh. However, in
order to compute the mesh deformation, it is not feasible to just remesh the perturbed geometry, since a mesher still
might generate a new mesh that deviates substantially from the original mesh. In particular, the new mesh might
contain different numbers of nodes and elements than the original mesh, thus making it impossible to track the
movement of a single node.
A new geometry library called Maplib was developed to replace the second meshing step by firstly projecting the
original mesh onto the original geometry, and then secondly mapping the resulting projected node coordinates onto a
new geometry. Since the mapping step is realized by an elastic deformation, it is also ensured that small geometric
perturbations result in small mesh perturbations, thus making the whole process continuously differentiable. This is
illustrated in Fig. 28.

Fig. 28. Mapping an existing mesh onto a second slightly altered geometry to compute geometric sensitivities:
initial geometry, initial mesh, projection of mesh into parameter space of geometry, new geometry, elastically
deformed mesh to match the new geometry (from left to right)
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F. Integration Environments
While an entirely new multi-disciplinary HPC integration framework was developed in VicToria to address the
specific needs of the many-discipline highly-parallel approach [14], the integration environment RCE (Remote
Component Environment) [29],[30] was extended in order to model the construction and execution of intertwined
MDO processes and sub-processes. RCE allows users to implement multidisciplinary design optimization processes
using arbitrary disciplinary tools such as structural solvers or optimizers. These tools can range from experimental
self-developed software to industrial off-the-shelf solutions. While RCE allows for quick iteration on the
composition of an MDO process, it did not previously provide facilities to extract and encapsulate sub-processes.
Fig. 29 (left) shows a simplified MDO process implemented in RCE. Here, the yellow boxes denote a top-level
optimizer that drives the upper loop as well as disciplinary components. Conceptually, this workflow comprises two
functions, namely the high- or low-fidelity simulation of some data in the upper part on the one hand, and the
evaluation of that data in the lower part on the other hand. Moreover, the workflow contains two control structures.
The optimizer component on the left-hand side drives the upper loop and thus controls the process on a high level.
The left-hand yellow circle in the top half of the workflow denotes an exclusive choice between either high- or lowfidelity simulations. That choice is determined via some external input and controls only the upper part of the MDO
process.
RCE was extended to allow encapsulation of such sub-processes, which enabled refactoring the workflow shown
in Fig. 29 (left) into that shown in Fig. 29 (right). Here, only the top-level control element, i.e., the optimizer,
remains visible, while the details of the simulation and evaluation of the data are hidden from view. This allows the
designer of the MDO process to concentrate on one level of abstraction at a time, thus facilitating rapid development
of such processes.

Fig. 29. An illustrative multidisciplinary workflow in RCE (left) and a workflow implementing the same
multidisciplinary analysis using workflows as components (right).

VI. Conclusions and Outlook
We have shown how we tackle complex collaborative MDO problems with three different strategies, making use of
design tools of different fidelity, gradient-based and gradient-free optimization algorithms, and high performance
computing. The gradient-free MDO chain was used for optimizing a highly flexible composite wing. An efficient
process chain based on high-fidelity simulation methods and a global optimization strategy was used for this
purpose. The multi-fidelity gradient-based process aimed at combining aero-structural optimization with overall
aircraft design, engine design, loads and aeroelastic stability analysis. It was shown to be very efficient when dealing
with many design parameters. Finally, the Cybermatrix MDO chain was developed to facilitate the coupling of
many complex disciplinary design processes of different fidelity into an overall process running on an HPC cluster
for the purpose of aircraft design. Typical wall-clock times of the many-discipline, highly-parallel Cybermatrix
approach are on the order of 10 day, which is a drastic improvement over its precursor, which was a sequential
collaborative multi-level MDO process.
All three chains were used to optimize the XRF1, which is an Airbus provided industrial standard multidisciplinary research test case representing a typical configuration for a long range wide body aircraft, while the
gradient-based chain was also used with the CRM as a baseline.
Apart from aerodynamic performance analysis of the flexible XRF1 using high fidelity CFD, further disciplinary
sub-processes were part of the three MDO processes. They were overall aircraft design (OAD) synthesis, loads
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analysis, structural optimization, and engine design. Selected aspects of their complexity when dealing with a highfidelity based MDO approach were summarized. Also, further developments in terms integration frameworks
helping to integrate and maintain a large number of disciplinary tools and processes were summarized. Finally, the
complexity of having a fully differentiated analysis process in the context of gradient-based MDO was addressed in
terms of efficiently computing consistent geometry sensitivities.
The three different MDO process chains will be used and further developed in DLR’s oLAF project (Optimally
Load-adaptive Aircraft, 2020-2023), which is dedicated to the detailed investigation and quantification of the
potential of aggressive load reduction in aircraft design. The focus is on the highly integrated design and
optimization of a long-range aircraft, driven by load reduction aspects from the very beginning of the design phase,
predominantly by applying high-fidelity coupled procedures for aerodynamics, structure, aeroelasticity, loads, flight
control and systems, and on the evaluation of the resulting optimally load-adaptive solution with regard to flight
physical performance, technical feasibility, operational capability, maintenance aspects and economic efficiency. In
addition, existing simulation methods and processes for multidisciplinary analysis, design and optimization of loadadaptive aircraft will be sharpened and further developed. The goal is to come up an efficient MDO process with
interfaces to overall aircraft design and engine design that is sustainable and modular, that can handle many design
parameters and constraints and that has the ability to consider high-fidelity aerodynamic loads in the loads process
by making use of reduced-order models for steady and unsteady loads on the basis of highly accurate CFD
calculations.
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